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Pruace
This paper folio cwninc:sQJl'Tent offeringson early intervention with developmenta1ly delayed
preschoolers. giving emphasis to delivering services and supports directly to parents and children in
their own homes. This work is deemed important because not all children develop their skills and
competencies at the same rate as their same aged peen and it is the task ofothers to c:nc:ounge tbcil"
development and to minimize any developmental lags.
The first paper in this folio. "A perspective on the Need for Early Interventions with
Developmentally Delayed Young Children." provides an overview of the conceptual issues and
intervention approaches offered in current literature. From this paper, three critical dimensions of
early intervention are derived, namely, the need for an individualized curriculum, assessment. and
parental involvement. Paper one then examines services delivered directly to children and parents in
their homes and other programs that directly involve parents but are not exclusively home based.
Paper two of this folio. "Toward the Most Appropriate Practices for Intervening with
Oeo.-dopmentailyDeiayed Young Children andTheir Families," utilizesthecritica1dimensionsofearly
intesvention derived in paper one to examine two major documents offered as useful in designing and
evaluating programs for young children at national and regional levels. The documents are examined
individually and compared and contrasted based upon theseaitical dimensions ofearty intervention.
Fma.lly. pape!" three of this folio examines a regional approach to early intervention with
developmentally delayed young children. The recently modified Direct Home Services Program in
the Province ofNewfoundland and Labrador is examined. The original and new approaches to early
intervention are compared and examined utilizing the critical dimensions ofearly intervention derived
and utilized in papers one and two of this folio. Predictions are made about the probable relative
effectiveness ofthe modified approach. Recommendations for future research are also made.
A Perspective on the Need for Early [nten-entions with
Developmentally Delayed Young Childrelll
It has been recognized for many years that early education and early intervention programs
can reduce the rrwrber ofchildren who require intensive long term help (Jordan. Hayden. Kames. &.
Wood. 1977). Indeed, while much research demonstrates that many different forms ofearly
intervention can yield positive results, it is impossible to make the unqualified statement that all early
intervention programs are beneficial (Berrueta-Clemment, Schwienhart, Bamen, Epstein, &.
Weikart, 1984; Gersten, Oarch, & Gleason, 1988; Innocenti & White, 1993; Schweinhart, Barnes, &.
Weikart, 1993; Wasik & Slavin, 1993).
It is especially critical to intervene early in the life of children who are devdopmentally
delayed ifthey are to be provided with the tools necessary to develop to their full potential. MeiselJ
and Shonkoff (1990) point out that a vast amount of literature dOOJments the need for early
intervention with children who fall into this category. Much ofthis literature is based on the premise
that children who do not acquire typical early childhood skills are disadvantaged with respect to
learning more advanced skills later on. Thus, intervention should occur to encourage development
ofthe early skills within the context ofthe child's overall development (Noris, 1991). As a result of
such early intervention, many children function at levels beyond what, in previous years, were deemed
possible (Hedge &. Johnson, 1986; Ramey &. Ramey, 1992). Helping children develop to their fullest
potential before entering kindergarten enables them to meet with greater success in school.. The more
skills a child has developed before enteringlcinderganen, the fewer the demands placed on the system
for individual and remedial suppons. While providing educational resources to developmentally
delayed preschoolers and their families can. in the long lenn, decrease the costs of education such
children, it is the individual benefits to children that must guide the development and implementation
ofearly childhood education and intervention programs (Meisels &. ShonkoH: 1990).
In a review of educational programs for developmentally dclayul young children, Seitz
(1990) swes that there is a common thread ofsucocss throughout intervention programs. Qilldren
who, as preschoolers., participated in an early education program were less likely to be placed in
spccia1 education classes or be retained in the same grade for a second year. Several authors assert
that early intervention better equips special needs children to meet with success in school and that
early intervention has some positiveimpaet (Marfo, K, Brown. .N., Gallant, D., Smyth.. R., Corbett,
A, & McLennon, D., 1988; Seitz., 1990). It is on this basis that eatl.ychildhood special education
(ECSE) practitioners undenake to help developmentally delayed young children and their families..
It is imponant that these early interventions be appropriate for the child's current
developmental level. Bredekamp (1981) emphasizes this point when she states that
we shouldshudder at those who would tellch 4-year·Olds like fourth graders (and)
shake our heads when 18-month-Qlds are expected to function like 4.year-Olds
Development is a truly fascinating and wonderful phenomenon. It is not something to
be accelerated or skipped. One period ofchildhood or aspect ofdevelopment is not
better or more important than another, elIch has its own tasks to accomplish. (p. iv)
This papu focuses on what should be done when a child's chronological and developmental
levels are not the same. A perspective is offered on theconceptual issues rdated to early intervention
withdevdopmentally delayed young children. Panicular attention is paid to programs where parents
are the primary providers ofintervention and services are provided to the parenls and children in their
own home. In these "direct home service" (DHS) programs trained individuals periodically visit the
homes to instruct parents in providing early educational intervention to their developmentally delayed
cl>ild=
This paper is based on the assumptions that development&lly delayed young children benefit
&omsustained. consistent and age-.lppropnatc experiences and that optimal experiences for children.
require careful attention to the children's individual strengths. weaknesses and overall developmental
levels. Because parents love their children and are motivated [0 support them and because parents
can typically spend more time with their children than professionals, parents are in a position to offer
services, especially iftcchnica1ly and emotionally supported.
When working with any special education group. clear terminology is necessary. The
American Association on Mental Retardation (AAMR) (1992) defines mental retardation as:
... substantiallimitalions in present functioning. It is characterized by significantly sub
average intellectual functioning, existing concurrently with related limitations in two
or more of the following applicable adaptive skill areas: communication, self-care,
home living, social skills, community use, self-direction, health and safety, functional
academics. leisure. and wortc.. Mental retardation manifests before age 18. (p. I)
The AAMR outlines four aiteOa that muSl be utilized in applying the definition. They state that:
I. Valid assessment considers cultural and linguiSlic diversity as well as
differences in communication and behavionLl factors;
2. The existence of limitations in adaptive skills occurs within the context of
community environments typical of the individual's age peers and is indexed
to the person's individualized needs of supports;
3. Specific adaptive limitations often coexist with strengths in other adaptive
skills or other personal capabilities; and
'0
4. With appropriate supports over a sustained period, the life fu.nctioningofthe
person ""';th mental retardation will generally improve. (p. S)
Marfo and colleagues (1988), citing the work ofBemheimer and Keogh. define developmental
disabilities as •...chronicdisabilities which result from mental and/or physical impainnentand manifest
themselves in substantial funetionallimitations in such areas as academic skills. communication. ..
50cial skills, mobility, self.care, and capacity for independent living- (p. 6). Children in Ihis category
include those with Down's syndrome. autism. spinabifida. and cerebral palsy. Marfo and colleagues.
further citing the same work, state that a developmental delay exists in children when they·...manifest
signs of slow development and language/communication problems. but ...exhibit no clear signs of
associated physical or biological impainnenU" (p. 6).
In this paper, the term "developmental delay· is defined as the condition of having a
pronounced and significant lag in the emergence of language., motor. self.help, cognitive. or social
skills as compared to one's same-aged peers. The lenn is an all-inclusive one which addresses
children labelled as menIally retarded as per the AAMR definition (1992), developmentally disabled.
and developmentally delayed (Canning & Lyon. 1991; Marfo et aI.• 1988).
The target group focussed upon in this paper is developmentally delayed children below
school age who, for various reasons. are not acquiring slcills at the same pace as their same-aged
peen. This is also the population of children whose needs are often being addressed by the types of
early intervention setVices discussed throughout this folio.
Eaorty Intcrvention • Delivery Considerations
There are tWO main premises on which early intervention (EI) is hinged. The first can be
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cxpussed in terms aCthe AAMR's (1992) founh criteria for application ofiu definition of mental
retardation. which states that when intervention ocaJrs in an appcopriate manner. therewillgenenl1y
be improvement in some aspect of life functioning. The second premise is that intervention must
occur relatively early in life. Bricker and Veltman (1990) rather succinctly state that:
Two theoretical assumptions appear to have provided the basic rationale for the
development ofchild·focussed earty intervention programs: (I) genetic and biological
problems can be overcome or attenuated and (2) early experience is impocunt 10
cluldren's development. (p. 374)
While EI is recognized as necessary, it is beyond the scope Oflhis paper to discuss in detail the nature
ofsuch interventions. Paper two in this folio. entitled "'Toward Appropriate Practices for Intervening
with Devdopmentally Delayed Young Children and Their Fam:ilies.~ will discuss principles and
guidelines to be utilized when developing and delivering EI programs.. Below is an overview aCme
broader conceptual issues and the intervention approaches used with the group.
Much has been written in the Early Childhood Special Education literature about the
appropriate processes of E( with developmentally delayed children (Cana, 1995). Wolery &.
Bredekamp (1994) offer seven outcomes as defensible goals for programs supporting
developmentally delayed children and their families. They suggest that programs should seek:
I. To support families in achieving their own. goals.
2. To promote children's engagement, independence, and mastery,
3. To promote children's development in key domains.
-4. To build and suppon. children's social competence,
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S. To promote children's generalized use ofskills.
6. To pro"';de and prepare children for nonnaJized life experiences. and
7. To prevent the emergence of future problems or disabilities.
Woleryk Breddcarnp emphasize the rdevance ofctu.ld.specific O£ ~ividualized practices when they
state that professionals should take into account the characteristics of the individual child and the
dynamics ofthe fiunily structure.
The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEyq in its ~Position
Statement on School Readiness" (1990) expresses its view in more general tems. It states that
successful intervention efforts have commonalities in that they provide comprehensive services to
ensure a wide range ofindividual needs are met, strengthen the role ofparents as first teachers, and
provide a wide array of first hand experiences and learning activities either directly to children or
through parent education.
Developmentally Appropriate P[Jctjce
Any program directed at young children must utilize developmentally appropriate practices.
(OAP) (Breddcamp. 1987). Since thiSlerm can be mistakenly utilized as all encompassing. such an
error can be avoided by defining it in broad terms. Kostelnik (1993) states that "the essence ofOAP
can be expressed as taking into account everything we know about how children develop and learn,
and matching that 10 the content and strategies planned for them in early childhood programs" p. 3.
Bredekamp, in a document prepared for the NAEVC entitled Developmentally Appropriale
POlJctice in EarlyChildhood Programs Serving Children From Birth Through Age8 (1987), states that
developmental appropriateness comprises two dimensions: age appropriateness and individual
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appropriateness. Agc appropriateness refers to the natural and predictable progression or change that
occurs in all domains of development (ie. physical. emotional. social, and cognitive). Individual
appropriateness takes into account the unique characteristics of each child with respect to
background, developmentallcvet learning style., etc.. Bredekamp emphasizes that early intervention
needs to be developmentally appropriate in that it matches intervention practices to the child's level
of development. (Note: while space prohibits an extensive discussion about lhis document here.,
because ofits potential for guiding intervention programs for developmentally delayed children, it is
critically reviewed in the second paper ofthis folio.)
Division fOT Early Childhood Recommended Practices
In 1991 the Council for Exceptional Children, Division for Early Childhood (DEC) created
the ''Task Force on Recommended Practices" with the mandate ofcreating and articulating; practice
recommendations in early childhood special education. In 1993 it produced a comprehensive
document entitled DEC Recommended Practices: Indicators ofOuality in Programs for Infants and
Young Children With Special Needs and Their Families. The more than 400 recommended practices
outlined in the document are subdivided under 14 headings, each with a preamble outlining a rationale
forthefonnulation and utilization ofthe recommended practice. The 14 subheadings are: Assessment,
Family participation. Individual Family SupPOI1 Plans and Individual Education Plans, Service
Delivery Models. General Cuniculum and Intervention Strategies, Interventions to Promote
Cognitive SkiUs, Interventions to Promote Communication Skills, Interventions 10 Promote Social
Skills and Emotional Development, Interventions to Promote AdaptiveBehavior Skills, rnterventions
to Promote Motor Skills. Transition, Personnel Competence, Program Evaluation, Early Intervention
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.ith Children who are Gifted. Every -recommended Pnletice.~ before being labelled as such, had to
meet specified criteria. All had to be: resevch based or value-ba.sed; family centered; multi eultuRlly
applicable; cross disciplinary oriented; developmentally/chronologically age appropriate; and
oonnalized. (Like the OAP guidelines.. the specific DEC recommended practices will be analysed
more closely in paper two of this folio.)
Critical Dimensions or Early Intervention
While there are many principles thaI are important in the provision of early intervention
services to developmentally delayed children and their families. it is the author's opinion that three
address most afthe primary issues in this area. They are individualized curriculum.. assessment, and
pMental or, more specifically, family involvement. Each ofthese issues is discussed below.
Individualized Curriculum
Young children with developmental delays are deemed to need an individualized program
(Bailey &. Woltty.1989; Cart&, 1995; Division for Early Childhood. 1993: Safer &. Hamilton. 1993;
Seitz:&. Provence. 1990; Turbville, Turnbull. Garland. & Lee. 1993). Such individualization allows
for task analysis ofmore complex skills, adaptation orteaching materials, utilization ofvarious IypeS
of individually appropriate prompts. and the assessment ofmotivational factors especially applicable
to the individual child (Carta, 1995).
Goodman & Pollak (1993) place individualization in a different context. They surveyed
professionals working with developmentally delayed preschoolers and found that there was much
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commonality in cunicula used. lbeir research indicated that the most commonly reported items on
the individualized programsfcwricuJum for lhese children were of a pre academic nature and were
designed to prepare children for kindergarten. Items included the teaching ofshapes. colocs. quantity.
size. and puzzles. Goodman &. Pollak question the appropriateness ofsuch an orientation and propose
that lndividual Education Plan (IEP) items focus on the skills that children are ready and eager to
learn, as opposed to what educators believe they should lcam. nus position is based on the
theoretical conceptualizations aCthe nature ofhuman dcvelopmenl, such as those by Piaget (1971).
Children must reach certain prerequisite developmenlallevels before more abstract concepts can be
grasped. Developmentally delayed young children will, by definition, typically be older than others
before reaching such prerequisite developmental levels or may never reach such levels at all
(Goodman, 1994; Goodman & Pollak. 1993). In other words, if early educators set out to teach a
specific set erskills (cg. colors. shapes, counting) based on what children at a specific age should
typically be able to grasp, then the principles of individualized developmental approprialeness
(disQJSsed below) have nOI been utilized. On the other hand, when intervention programs encourage
the development of emerging skills and teach others that the chikt is developmentally ready to learn.,
such programs are bener poised for success (Goodman. 1994; Goodman & PoilU. 1993). Such
emerging siriUs and developmental levels are determined through. comprehensive individualized
assessment (Notan. Slentz. & Bricker, 1991).
Individualized assessment is necessary if interventions are to address the child's relative
strengths and weaknesses (Neisworth. 1993; Notari, Slentz. & Bricker, 1991). It is best if such
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assessment is done in natul1Ll settings (e.g. homes) with input from parents (Bredekamp, 1987; DEC,
199]; Neiswonh. 1991; Wolery. 1996). An appropriate a.ssessment will offer insight into how skill
devdopment can be encouraged without attempting to "teach" slcills in isolation from other skills and
interactions and. as discussed above. take into account individual developmental differences (Noris,
1991). Also, assessment must be repeated frequently to monitor the child's progress and to assess the
dfectivenessofthe offered interventions (Bagnato & Neisworth, 1991; DEC, 1993; Wolery. Werts,
"Holcombe,. 1994).
Piremallnvolvement
While professionals in the area ofearly childhood education are, byvinue oftheir occupation
and training, viewed as more knowledgeable regarding specific handicapping conditions and
appropriate intervention strategies (Farran. 1990), family members are the most consiSlentlyavaiJable
teacben in the livesofdevdopmentally delayed children (Kotliarenco. Fuentes.. Mendez. 1990; Seitz
& Provence. 1991; Shri~r, Kramer, & Garnett. 1993; Winton, 1996). Furthermore. the most
effective early intervention stl1uegies are those which v;ew children within the context oftheir families
(GuraInidc, 1989; Kassebaum. 1994; Mitchell & Brown, 1991). Able.Boone, Goodwin, Sandall.
Gordon, &. Martin (1992) found that parents ofdevelopmentally delayed young cluldren desire to be
actively involved in their children's learning and desire an ongoing structured plan of involvement.
By involv;ng, supporting, and educating the parents, lifelong interventionists are being prov;ded to
the children.
A partnership in which the parents and professionals work together is beneficial to all
participants, especially the child (Bredekamp, 1987; DEC, 1993; Seitz & Province, 1990) and a
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"family focus"' is ofparamount imporunce in early childhood intervention (Westling. 1996). Parms
bring to the intervention process infonnation about strengths. weaJcnesses. likes, dislikes. medial
background.. and fmuly circumstaoees. All ofthese must be considered ifthe interventions an: (0 be
etrective(Hornby, 1991). Such" fOQ.lJgtves recognition that the family is at thccentel"ofchildren's
lives (National Child Care Information Center. 1997). A true partnemup goes beyond keeping pareru
educated and informed about programs serving thac children. The optimal situation is when put:rU
are actively involved in their children', programs by making decisions. giving direction. and c:ffcetu.
change when priorities are not being met (National Child Care Infonnation Center. 1997).
Home Based Services
Horne based services are those which are delivered directly to children and families in the
natunI setting armcir home. While AbIe.Boone and colleagues (1992) found that both par~tsand
professionals weR more pleased with home based services than center based services., other
researchers have found that not all parents are able or willing to be primary participantS in worIciDs
with their children (DEC., 1993; Seitz & Provence, 1990). Some children may be reluctant to try and
learn when the parent is the teacher. Such lacle of learning can result in stress between parents and
children that may hinder effective intervention (Seitz & Provence. 1990). Nevertheless, involvement
of parents is • major reason cited for the success of home based intervention (Bekman 1990).
Much of the research into providing home based intervention has originated in the United
States. As Marfo (1991) points out, Canada's proximity to the United Slates has been both a blessing
and a curse. A blessing because we tend to benefit from recent progressive trends in U.S. law and
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practices regarding services for all developmentally delayed children.. It is • curse because we bave
tended to be complacent, and have become dependent on the U.S. fOl'" initiatives in this area. 1ft
Canada we have rdarively fewer homemade laws and guarantees aimed specificallyat addressing the
needs ofouc children. Marfo (1991) points out that many school boards throughout Canada have
shaped policies based upon popular U.S. laws (eg. PL. 94-142) as if they were Canadian laws.,
leaving IittJe legal protection for these policies should they be challenged in coun. Early childhood
special education services are no exception to this panern.
~
The home-based intervention service that has had the most impact on the development of
Canadian intervention services is the Ponage Project (Marfo, I!;WI). This program was initiated in
the early 1910's in south central Wisconsin as a home-based service to children with disabilities who
lived in rural areas (Herwig. 1998). II is based on a demonstration model of intervention which,
according to Stunney (1991), involves
._.weeJdy home visiu from a trained home visitor. During this visit the previOlls
week's goals are reviewed. the next teaching goals for the child are negotiated, an
activity chart is completed., the leaching method is modeled, and the parent is
observed teaching the child. A developmental checklist (Blum&, Shearer. Frohman,
&. Hilliard. 1976) is used to assess the child at referral, to select goals and to monitor
progress. (p. 304)
This skill-teaching approach to intervention, afterestablishing a child's present developmental
level, sets out to actively teach the skills that would typically develop next. The procedure is an
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attempt to acoelen.te the devdopmcnt ofthe child with a long term. goal ofdeausing or eliminating
the developmental lag. The degrc:c of. child's developmental delay is usually determined by •
standardized assessment instrument • e.g. The Alpem.BoIl Developmental Profile(Alpern " BoU.
1972). Detailed reviews arthis project are offered elsewhere by Stunney (1990,I99l) and his
colleagues (1986).
The POMagc Project is child focused as opposed to family focused. The parenls arc viewed
as teachen following the directions given by the trained home visitor. While modem trends in early
intervention with developmentally delayed children put agreater- importance on the desires and needs
ofthe family as a whole (Kassebaum, 1994; Mitchell" Brown, 1991), it is important to emptwize
that this program. simply by aaively involving parents in the process. ~'U important in stimulating
this panldigm shift. The third paper in this folio elaborates on this paradigm shift in the Direct Home
Services Program in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Levenstein's Verbal Interaction Projecl
Another home based project is the less weIl·known Levenstein's Verbal Interaction Project.,
carried out in the early 19705 (Seitz &. Provence., 1990). In this program. home visitors called Toy
DemonstnllOCS visited the homes ofchildren who were suspected ofbeing developmentally delayed
due to a lack ofcognitive stimulation. The Toy Demonstrator would bring individually marched toys
and demonstrate how they were played with and would encourage parents to intend with their
children. using the toys as the focal point of the interaction. This program recognized the need for
parent involvement, caeefully matched and sequenced resources, individualized curricula., and the
benefits associated with extra-family suppon.
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P'rop'aIllJ lnc:orporlltinl rarentallnvolvemeat
~
Another approach to intervention involves the use oftoy-libraries. Mayfield (1993) surveyed
Sweden. England, Canada, and Australia to detennine the prevalence and characteristics of toy
libraries in those countries. She foune:! that oot orthe 32 established toy libraries .....approximately
balfwere community-oriented toy libraries and half were primarily or exclusively for special needs
children and their families" (p. 4). She found Sweden to be the only country in which toy libraries
predominanlJy served special needs children and their families. In essence, the primary goal ofmost
of these libraries is to "provide toys to children without toys including special needs/adapted IOYS"
(p. 7). AJso, there wu often included a family focused/parent education component
Perry Preschool Project
This longitudinal project (Schweinhan, Barnes. & Weikart. 1993) involved 123 impoverished
American preschool children who lived in the neighbourhood of the Perry Elementary School in
Ypsilanti. Michigan. in the 1960's. The children were assigned to either the ·program- (experimental)
group or the ~no-prognun· (control) group and were followed for nearly three decades. AD the
children were J and 4 years old at the beginning of the study and were descn1>ed as intelleaually
challenged and had IQ scores between 60 and 90.
Children in the "program" group were enrolled in an active teaming preschool program which
involved attending preschool for 2 !.oS hours per day, five days per week:. In addition. a 90 minute
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weddy home visit was made to keep parents informed oftheir child's activities and progress and to
encoul1l.ge the parents to participate in the educational process. Children in the"no-program" group
did not attend the pn:school.,. DOr were arry home visits made. Long term foUow-up has demonstrated
significant differences between the experirncma1 and control groups on various factors. Membcn of
the experimental group were Jess likely to be in trouble with the law or to have n:ceived Social
Assistance. Those in the experimental group were also more likely to graduated from high school.
earned more money, and to own their own homes. Based on this project. it is impossible to comment
on the relative impacts of preschool attendance and the home visits.
Conclusions
Stimulating environments and early intervention programs for developmentally delayed
children typically have some positive impact (Marfo ct. ai, 1988). Parent participation in such
programs is believed to be important and much of the literature calls for a partnership betw'cen
patents and the other participants (Bredekamp, 1987; DEC. 1993; Seitz &. Province. 1990).
Intervention goals and strategies fOl'" devdopmenraIly delayed children are best achieved when they
are individualized and matched with thecluld's present deveiopmentallevd(Bredekamp. 1987;Carta,
I99S; Kostdnilc, 1993). This matching is accomplished after a careful. multifaceted assessment ofthe
child. including assessment under natural conditions with input from parents (DEC. 1993; Noris.
1991; Wolery, Werts, &: Holcombe, 1994). Thus, from the relatively limited amount ofresean:h in
this field. three critical dimensions of early intervention with developmentally delayed children and
their families appear to be parental involvement. individualized curriculum, and assessment.
Home based services are one method ofaddressing these critical dimensions ofintervention.
2:2
Tbe assessment will ocx:ur in the most natural setting. the home. with the participation ofparen~_
Bringing the service to the parentS., as opposed to bringing parents (and children) to the service.,
uoderscor"es the importance ofa putMnhip approach to early intervention. Furthermore, by carryin;s
out the interventions in the home. Wniliaciterns can beutiIized and incorporated into the interventiom
strategies and techniques.
Much more research is needed in this area to determine the most effective methods ofearl:;y
intervention. This will require longitudinal studies that control extraneous factors. Carrying out sucll.
research without withholding some of what is believed to be best practices will be an ethical and
k>gistical challenge. The practical, ethical, financial, and politQl difficulties associated with suclh
research may explain why scientific study in this fidd is limited.
Tow.rd the Most Appropriale Practices for Intervening wilh Developmenl.lly
Delayed Young Cbildren and Their Families
2.
Having a frame of.-efemx:e to give us criteria against which to judgehow well we are doing
helps in our strive towards excdJence (Miller. 1992). A seemingly unrelated point is thaJ: parentS .
want to participate more fully than just as requiTed for the IEP; they want to learn and be informed
about best practices in working with their developmentally delayed children (Williams, Fox,
'Thousand, " Fox, cited in Westling, 1996). When considered together, these points suggest that
it is important that early intervention services fordevelopmentallydelayed children be provided from
a common vantage point and be coordinated (Bredekarnp, 1987; Westling, 1996). To help establish
such a frame of reference, lhis paper will analyze the literature on what some regard as the best
practices to be followed when intervening with developmentally delayed young children and their
&milies. Identifying best practices is not a simple task, as demonstrated by the many recent authors
who haveundertalcen to do 50 (DeStefano. Howe, Hom, & Smith,. 1990; Hanson, &-Lynch, 1989;
Odom, McLean, Johnson., &. LaMomagne. 1995; Safford, 1989; Walery, Strain, &. Bailey, 1992).
The ongoing research and debate demonstrates that., to date, there is a lack ofconsensus as to what
exactly constitutes "best practices," (Eayrs & Jones, 1992; Odom ~t. ai, 1995; Odom & Mclean,
1993). This paper is aimed at seeking points of consensus and thereby contributing to the
clarification as to what are the best practices fOT such interventions.
This papcl'" is based on the premise that developmentally delayed young children benefit from
sustained. consistent age-appropriate experiences and that optimal experiences pay careful attention
to their deveJopmentailevel within the contelCl of individual strengths and weaknesses. It assumes
as weD that carefully prepared intervention strategies, material. and advice are useful. Finally, it
assumes that the best location for the delivery ofservice is in the child's home with parents playing
• major role in designing and delivering the specific interventions.
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In reviewing the literature on parental involvement in early intervention programs for
developmentally delayed young children. aging from birth to 6ve years old. and on in home services
for this population. no major documents intended to guide the development and utilization ofdircct
borne service programs could be found. Two documents designed (0 guide development of and
implementation ofgeneral prognrns for this age group were found. This paper offers a critical
review and comparison ofthcse two documentS: Developmentally Appropriate Practices in Early
childhood Programs Serving ChiJdn:;n From Birth Through Age 8 (OAP), written by the National
Association for the Education of Young Children (Bredekamp, 1987, 1997), and the ~
Recommended Practices' Indicatory ofOualjty in Prognl.ms for Infants and Young Children With
Special Needs and Their Fami!ies written by the Council for Exceptional Children: Division for
Early Childhood (DEC Task Force on Recommended Practices. 1993).
Deypopmen'ally Appropriate Prutice
Thedocument. t>eve!QprtSlJlllyApDfOpriate Pl1Ieticcs in EadychildhlXld Pmmms Serving
Childr;n from Birth Through Age 8 (Bredekamp, 1987), is offered by the National Association for
the Education ofVoung Children, the largest organization of early childhood educators in the
United States. It offers recommended practices for working with young children and was written
with a group setting in mind (e.g. daycare or preschool). The OAP guidelines were created as a
result of concerns related to the wide discrepancies between the methodologies used in early
childhood education programs as welt as concerns about the use ofelementary school methodologies
with younger children (Bn:dekamp & Copple, 1997; Wolery, Werts, & Holcombe, 1994;).
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While it is appropriate that any program directed at young children utilize "developmentally
appropriate pnctices," as Kostelnik (1993) poinu out, when the term is used ill an all cncompassins
manner- problems can ensue. For example the term may be used to 1ustifY readiness prognms that
suuctw"t children's learning into narrowly defined parameters and ...to rationalize grouping children
by ability or by almost anything other than ability" (p. 2). Such erroneous applications of the term
can be avoided ifwe define it in educational terms. Kostelnik. says that
...the essence orDAP can be expressed as taking into account everything we know
about how children develop and learn. and matching that to the content and
strategies planned for them in early childhood programs. (p. J)
Accon1ing to Breddcamp (1987) developmental appropriateness is comprised of two
dimensions: age appropriateness and individual appropriateness. Age appropriateness refers to the
natural and predictable progression or change that occurs in all domains ofdevelopment (physical.
emotional, social. and cognitive). Individual appropriateness takes into account the unique
characteristicsofeach child with respect to background, developmentallevel,leaming style, etc. For
a practice to be 'developmentally appropriate.' it must take into account what is known about the
"age" and individual characteristics ofthechild. Developmentallydelayed children are. bydelWtion.
coUeetivdyand individually unique from the majority of their age group, thus they pose a special
chaJlenge to ensuring that practices are individually appropriate since their ages and devdopmental
levels do not match. Applying the OAP guidelines to this population is discussed below.
Part one of the 91 page OAP document gives the official NAEVe position statement on
Developmentally Appropriate Practice in programs serving children from birth to age eight and
"Guidelines" for developmentally appropriate practices. While recognition is made that each group
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within this age range has diffen:nt needs (tnfants and toddler's. preschoolers, primary school
children), these guidelines are considered by the NAEve to be applicable to all children from biM
to age eight.. The OAP guidelines are divided into the following sections: curriculum. adult<hiJd
interaction. relations between the home and prognun, and devdopmentaJ evaluation of children
(Bredekamp, 1981; Walcry, 1996). (For a complete listing ofthe DAP guidelines see Appendix A.)
Subsequent parts of the document (parts 2 through 8) address working with specific age
ranges (birth to age 3. ).year-olds, 4- and S-year-olds, 5- trough 8-year-olds). It is the purpose of
these later pans to demonstrate how the guidelines can be utilized by providing lists of""Appropriate
Practices" and the comparable "Inappropriate Pl1Ieticcs." For example, it states that an appropriate
practice for'" and 5-year-olds involves "intenai.ons and activities...designed 10 develop children's
self-esteem and positive feelings toward learning" (p. 54). The comparable Inappropriate Practice
is one in which "children's wonh is measured by how well they confonn to rigid expectations and
perfonn on standardized tests" (p. 54).
Qeye!0Pmenlally rklaYAA Children and the pAP Guidelioes
When.a child's development and ehrono&ogical ages are not on par. the concept or"age
appropriateness" cannot be readily applied. In othel- words, since the OAP guidelines were created
with normally developing children in mind, there is debBle.as to Ihe applicability ofthese guidelines
for children who are developmentally delayed. Wolery & Bredelcamp (1994) cite various authors
who promote the use of the OAP guidelines with developmentally delayed children in the manner
in which they are presently stated.. Others (e.g., Bredekamp, 1993; Carta, Atwater, Sch.wartz, &
McConnell, 1993; Walery, Strain, & Baily, 1992) argue that IheDAP guidelinesc.an be utilized with
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this special population., but adaptations may be needed. Watery &. Bredckamp (1994) conclude that.
in the end. any appropriate practices are child specific whethu they are Wptations of the DAP
guidelines or DOL It is the·...goals and outcomes [that] become the standard against which to judge
the suilability. appropriateness. and effectiveness ofpractice- (pp. 337). In other words., since the
goals and outcomes for developmentally delayed children are written on an individual basis. it is
these goals and outcomes that must be evaluated as appropriate or inappropriate for this particular
child, regardless of how lhe goals and outcomes were created.
OAP and Curriculum
The intended application of this document to curriculum development is elaborated and
clarified in a position statement by theNAEye in conjunction with the National Association ofEarly
Childhood Specialists in State Departments ofEducation (NAECSISDE, 1991). Here, emphasis is
given to the interactive nature of the teaching-learning process. Watery (1996) offen; seven basic
principles centI'al to this process.
I. Ctuldren learn best when their physical needs are met and they feel
psychologically safe.
2. Ctuldren consuuct Icnowledge.
3. Children learn through social interaction with adults and other children.
4. Children's learning reflects a recurring cycle that begins in awareness, and
moves to elCploration, to inquiry, and finally [0 utilization.
5. Children learn through play.
6. Children's interests and -need to know· motivate learning.
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7. Human development and learning are dwKterized by individual variation.
(p.ISO)
These principles are intended to be utilized when developing and selecting appropriate
auriada. It should be noted that the principles speak to much more than. pre academic orientation
to goal setting. They reflect the setting (principle I), process (principles 2, 3, 4. and S), motivation
(principle 6) and inter-person variation (principle 7). Wolery (1996), citing the work ofRoscgrant
and Brcdekamp. encapsulates the essence ofthese principles in the following.
The NAEye and NAECS/SDE guidelines caU for meaning-centered, integrated,
-mindful- curriculum. but such a curriculum is only achieved ifthe otherperspectives
that infonn curriculum are activated - child development knowledge, discipline-based
knowledge, and knowledge of the individual developmentalJleaming continuum of
each child. The curriculum guidelines theufore require that curriculum not only be
meaning centered but that it be age appropriate (reflect knowledge of cluld
development domains), be individually appropriate (based on children's needs,
interests, and individual differences), and have intellectual integrity (reflect the
knowledge base of the disciplines (p. 189).
PAP and ASsessment ofI>eve!Qpmentally [)eIayed Young Children
Assessment is promoted by the NAEVe and NAECS/SDE (1991) as a tool for guiding
instructional plans.. identifYing developmenlally delayed children, program accountability and
evaluation (Wolel)', 1996). toe NAEVC &: NAECSISDE position statement on curriculum and
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assessment points out that the purposeofassessment is threefold; planning instruction.. screening and
diagDosis. and program evaluation. The guiddines promote assessment through observing children
in natural com:e:ns. relying on teacher judgement, and minimizing the use of standardized tests
(Wokry ct. al. 1994). As was pointed out in the previous paper of this folio. current trends in
assessment ofdevelopmentally delayed young children also call for assessment to be done in natural
settings (eg. homes) with input from parenulteachers (Baily &. Wolery, 1989; WaleI)' et al. 1994).
Thus, although not written specifically for application to assessment ofthis population, the NAEVe
guidelines also reflect these current trends in assessment ofdevelopmentally delayed young children.
Nonetheless. there are differences in the assessment ofchildren with and without disabilities
(Wolc'Y et. aI. 1994). Developmentally delayed young children are treated differently in that they
are more frequently assessed. their parents typically participate to a greater degree, more
professionals from more disciplines are involved, and they are usually offered the utilization of an
Individual Education Plan (IEP). How educators who (onaw the genera.! OAP guidelines cope will!
these additional facton when assessing developmentally delayed young children remains 10 be
investigated: Will more frcquenl assessments be canied out? Will parenl participation be
solicitedltolera.ted? Wdlother"relevant professionals beconsulled? Will IEPs be utilized? Answering
these questions in future research will provide further insight as to the applicabilily of !he OAP
guidelines when assessing developmentally delayed children.
DAP and Families
lbeOAP guidelines were written with adaycare centerl regular school setting in mind ralher
thanahome or one-to-one special education setting. Thus. parent and family participation is referred
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to only w;thin. context of sharing in the decision malcing process regarding children's care and
education. and in the .....sharing ofdevdopmental information about children as they pass from one
Ievd or program to another'" (p.ll).
A new edition of OAP titled [)evdopmentaltv Appropriate Pnctice in Early Childhood
~ (Bredekamp & Copple. 1997) claims to ''better reflect ...the significant role offamjlies
in early childhood education ... [and the] applicability aCthe principles to children w;th disabilities
and other specialleaming and developmental needs" (p. Vl). The newdoc:ument also claims to better
incorporate the"importanceofmeaningful and contextually relevant curriculum... [and the] necessity
ofassessment practices that are authentic and meaningful for children and parcnts" {po vi}. Because
this document is recent. its actual effectiveness in addressing the above listed areas of early
intervention is yet [0 be detennined. The extent of its usage is also yet to be determined. especially
with special populatioos.
In summary. the DAP guidelines were written with • group setting in mind and no
comparable document which specifically addressed the oneon one setting ofparent and child in the
home has been foulK1.. Nevertheless, as Wolery and Bredekamp (1994) pointed out earliCf", since all
early interventiOli pr.Iaiees, regardless oforigin. must stand on their own meriL, it is a vaJid exercise
to examine the applicability ofdocuments. such as the OAP guidelines, to the one-to-one setting of
the home environment. The fact that the OAP guidelines were not written for a one-on-one seuing
does not mean they do not have applicability to that setting. By substituting the word "parents" for
"teachers" or "adults" it might be argued that at least some ofthe guidelines are indeed applicable.
As an example., the 6'" guideline under the heading Curriculum would read "(parents) provide a
variety ofactivities and materials; [parents] increase [he difficulty, complexity, and challenge ofan
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activity u children are involved with it and as children develop understanding and sIciIls" (p. S).
J)jyiaiol tor Early Cbildhood Rcsommndr4 Pn.ctjrg
A second doc:wneat relevant to early intervention with developmentally delayed )'OWlS
cfuldren and their families is the DEC Recommended Poow- Indica10n ofOuaiity in Programs
for Infants and Young Pildren Wjth Special Needs and Their families (1993). This document is the
product or Ute 1991 Task Force on Recommended PractK:es created by the Division for Early
Childhood (DEC) ofthe Council for ExceptionaJ Children.
As the name of the document implies. the mandate was to create and articulate practice
recommendations regarding early childhood special education. Like the DAP guidelines, the DEC
statement of recommended practices was also created in an effort to provide a frame of reference
wtUch could be utilized when creating or evaluating early childhood education programs. It is aimed
at a specific population, infants and young children with special needs and their families. in COfIlrut
10 the general population ofyoung children which was considered when the OAP guidelines were
constructed.
The 139 page DEC document contains more than 400 recommendations which are
presented in 14 sections, each with a preamble presenting a rationale for the utilization of the
recommended practices. Every ~RecommendedPractice,· before being labeled as such, had to meet
certain specified criteria. It had to be: research based or value·based; family centered; multi cultural
in emphasis; applicable across disciplines; developmentally/chronologically agc appropriat~ and
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nonnaI.izcd (Odom k McLean, 1993). The 14 sections are: Assessment. Family participation,
Individual Family Support Plans and Individual Education Plans. Service Delivery Models, General
Cunia.llwn and IntetVelltion Strategies.lnterventions to Promote Cognitive Sk:ills., Interventions to
PromoteCommunicatioo Sk.iUs" lnl~tions to Promote Social Slcillsand Emotional Development.
Interventions to Promote Adaptive Behavior Skills., Interventions to Promote MOlor SIciUs,
Transition. Personnel Competence. Program Evaluation. and Early Intervention with Children who
ace Gifted. Within each section is found a rationale and discussion ofthe principles related to the
topic, followed by a listing of the specific recommended practices.
Citing the works ofDeStcfano. Howe, Hom, and Smith (1991), Hanson and Lynch (1989),
and McDonnell and Hardman (1988), Odom and McLean (1993) point out that many authors and
some states have utilized clinical experience 10 create lists ofpractices which ace held to be ofvalue
when working with developmentally delayed young children. While it is acknowledged that this is
an important first step, Odom and McLean offer that the DEC recommended practices arc necessary
at a nationallevd to enable families. expM.5, and other practitioners to identifY and validate what
are the best special education practices when providing services to young children and their families.
They fun:hcr state that the recommended practices contained in this doo.unent
...may bcuscful in several ways. Professionals mayuse them to cnminethe practices
that they currmtly employ in their programs. Individuals starting early intervention
or early childhood special education programs may use these indicators as a guide
for selecting pnctices for their program. Also, family members may use the
indicators ...as a "consumer" guide for selecting a program for their child with
special needs." (p. 2)
Analw' and Comparison with pAP Guidelines
The aitical dimensions ofearly intervention derived in paper one ofthis folio and outlined
by the DAr guidelines as the categories of major concern when working with young children,
namely. curriadum. assessment. and family participation, will now be examined from the point of
view oftbe DEC recommended practices. Within each area, the perspecti~ofthe two documents
are also compared. (It should be noted that the OAr guidelines separate curriculum into
"Curriculum" and "Adult..(:bild Interaction." This second focus outlines aspects of curriculum
delivery and. as such, is included under the general heading ofCurriwlum in the following section.)
In the DEC reconunended practices document, curriculum is described as including
....content (i.e., behaviors, skills, abilities. and patterns of interacting) that is taught, ..methods for
identifying lhe contentJor each individual, ...[and] methods orteaching the identified content to each
individual" (p.50-51). The recommended practices in the curriculum section are divided into four
subsets. The first subset addresses the outcomes ofthe curriculum and intervention smuegies. This
subset states. for example, that the intervention must result in:
"GC4. Increased ability to function/participate in diverse and less restrictive
environments [and allow for]
GC6. Supported or partial participation in routines/activities when independent
perfonnance is not possible." (p. 58)
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The other three subsets ofrecommendations regardingcunicu.lum and intervention strategies address
dew:lopment and selectionofintervention strategies, adjustments ofpreviously devised interventions
strategies. and ensuring that the amicular and intervention strategies are effective. (For acomplete
list oCtbe 31 recommended practices for this section see Appendix B.)
It shook! be noted that lher"eace other" sec::tions ofttle DEC recommended practices that are
also relevant to the notion ofcurriculum. Each of these sections give recommendations regarding
interventions to promote cognitive skills, communication skiUs. social skills and emotional
development, adaptive behav;or skills. and motor skills. Because these sections are aimed at
fostering skills, they too can fall under the general umbrella ofcurriculum. Space does not permit
further discussion ofthese sections individually.
Curriculum and Developmentally Delayed Children: PAP Compared to pEC
Since they were wrinen primarily for the general population of young children, the OAP
guidelines regarding curriculum are stated in terms ofgeneral principles. They are not intervention
oriented for children with special needs but are statements about how normaJ children typicalJyleam
and develop, accompanied by outlined pBCtices that reflect these processes. By contrast, the DEC
Recommended Practices are suggestions for specific procedures which are intc:rventionorierued. The
DEC practices are to be followed when actively encouraging the development ofbehaviofS. skills.
and abilities that have not yet fully developed. Thus. while the OAP guidelines can, in this author's
opinion, contnbuteto curriculum development for these children, the DEC Recommended Practices
are more appropriate. The DEC practices address the needs ofindividual children: "Curriculum and
intervention strategies are modified and adjusted as needed and in a timely manner based upon ... the
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clIanging needsortndividual infantsldtildren and their families. [and the] ..observed and documented
perfonnance of infantsfchildren" (p. S9).
TheDEC document promotes assessmentasamultifaceted and multipurpose procedure ttw
provides a basis for appropriate early intervention. The document asserts that
...when used properly. assessment can help to detect c.hiId needs and environmental
circumstances that may create problems; to identifY child strengths and weaknesses
SO that appropriate programs can be planned; 10 identify special family circumstances
and needs that may assist in planning for progress; to keep track ofchanges in child
behavior and accomplishments and family needs; and to estimate the effectiveness of
teaching, therapy, and other efforts. (p.11)
The document also states that the assessment lools and specific procedures to be utilized will vary
with the purpose afme assessment.
The DEC recommended practices regarding assessment are divided into three subsets:
"Preassessment Activities;.... Procedures for Determining Eligibility, Program Placement. Program
Planning and Monitoring;" and lastly, "Assessment Reports." Preassessmenl activities foalS on
working with families to determine and outline the assessment process, identifying individuals to
panicipate and making explicit goals to be achieved via the assessment. For example. the DEC
recommended practice A3 states that "professionals and families identify the questions and concerns
that will drive the choice ofassessment materials and proce<lures" (p. 17).
The second subset, Procedures for Determining Eligibility, Program Placement, Program
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Planning and Monitoring. recommends practices to be foUowcd when aetual.Iy carrying out the
assessment. Included are recommendations f~ such activities as gathering information from multiple
sources (Item A6) and maintaining amfidentiality (item AI7).
'The last subsetofrecommendations in this section, Assessment Reports,. addresses the issue
of reporting the results of the assessment. lbe recommended practices offered in this section
emphasize making the assessment report practical and readily applicable to the issues of
progrunming. Furthennore, this subset recommends that the report offer- both strengths and
weaImesses and include statements ofthe assessment's limitations (All and A22). (See Appendix
B for I. complete list of the 24 recommended practices regarding assessment.)
Assessment of[)evelopmrolally Deiam:' Children" DAP Compared to DEC
As stated earlier in this paper. it is this author's opinion that the OAP guidelines are
consistent with current trends in the assessment ofdevelopmentally delayed children (outlined in
paper one. this folio). That is, even though the guidelines do not address this population directly,
they are nonetheless applicable. On theOlhet hand. the DEC recommended guidelines, with a focus
on early intervention, address topics of special relevance to this population including increased
frequency ofassessment, high Ieve1J of involvement by parents, and assessment for IEP purposes
(Woler)' et aI., 1994). Because such topics are encountered to a greater degree by professionals
working with developmentally delayed children, the DEC document is deemed an especially useful
tool for such professionals. It is this author's opinion that all professionals responsible for assessment
ofdevelopmentally delayed children should become familiar with the relevant assessment principles
in both documents, noting that the DEC recommended practices are panicularly relevant because
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they address topics espec::iaIty pertinent to usessment ofdevelopmentally delayed children..
Family Panicjparion
1beDEC recommended practices arc intended to promote family participation as paramount,
both in terms ofdecision making for their own children and policy making in general. The parental
role is onc of full partnership with professionals in all aspects of early intervention. Parents are
deemed to have an equal role in all aspectS of the program from policy making to program
evaluation. Collaboration and the building ofpositive rdationships between parents and professionals
that are based ()Q a mutual respect are stated as being a necessuy solid foundation on which to build
a successful early intervention prognm.
The recommended practices addressing family participation are divided into nine categories:
"Program advisingfpolicy making;" "Staffhiring, training. evaluation;" "FamilY·lo-Family suppo";"
"Intervention;" "Interagency collaboration-Meetings. evaluation, implementation;" "legislative
issues;" "Advocacy;" "Procedural safeguard development;" and "Leadership training opportunities
for parents." One ofthe recommended practices regarding family panicipation states, for example,
that ""fiunily concerns, priorities, and preferred resources have priority in determination of the
instructional setting" (p. 27). Another recommended practice asserts that '"families rare to be the
ones to] determine the pace of service delivery'" (p. 27). (See Appendix B for a complete list ofal]
fifty recommendations.)
Family Panicioalign and Develgpmentally Delmd Children' DAr Compared 19 DEC
The OAP guidelines emphasize the value of having parents participille in the education of
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their young dWdren.. Such an emphasis is demonstrated by directing early childhood educators to
.....maintain frequent contact with [and] __.sharechild development knowledge. insights and resources
as part ofregu1ar communication ...with family memben" (p. 12). This terminology is somewhat
anns-Iength in that it advocates that parents be kept informed and contacted regularly. By contrast,
the DEC (Ci::ommendations recommend an ongoing complete partnership in which parents and
professionals both fully participate in the early intervention process. The DEC view is not surprising
given that developmentally delayed children tend to require more one-on-one services. It is logic:al
that parents of developmentally delayed children will generally be encouraged to work with
professionals on amore frequent basis. It is appropriate that the DEC, since it specifically serves this
population. emphasizes to a greater degree the partnership between relevant professionals and
pa=".
Rome Based Services
Another rdated area addressed by the DEC recommended practices but not discussed in the
OAP guidelines is home-based intervention. If families are to be tnOCe involved in nurturing the
development of their children, as is the modem trend in the field of early intervention with
developmentally delayed children (Kotliarenco, Fuentes, Mendez, 1990; Seitz & Provence, 1991;
Shriver.~. & Garnett,. 1993; Winton, 1996; paper one, this folio), it is logical to deliver
services in the home environment.
The DEC document discusses home based services in a section entitled "Service Delivery
Models." This section emphasizes, among other things, that service delivery be in the "least
restrictiveenvironmenl, [and] ...family<entered" (pAG-41). There are fourrecommended practices
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regarding the home--based service delivery modeL It is recommended that
- staff'b&se the nature, ddivery. and scope ofiotClVUltion upon activities of daily
living (e.g., bathing. feeding, play. bednm.e. etc.).
- intervention include all family members (ffamily members being defined by the
family) who wish to be involved.
• the level ofintensity and ~ge ofservices match the level ofneed by the family.
- staffbase their communication with fanu1::y members upon principles of mutual
respect. caring and sensitivity. (p. 47-48)
Furthermore. the DEC recommended practices staate that "programs [are to] employ c1inic-based
services 2!l!x when they arc identified as the least reestrictive option" (p. 48).
Conclusions
Based on the documents reviewed here. it( can be concluded that, when working with
developmentally delayed children, each practice mlus( be SCJ1.ltinized on its own merit. It is the
responsibility ofthosc involved in WOI"lcing with these children 10 CR$Ure that each individual practice
is appropriate for the specific child. Because the mAP guiddines were written with "normally"
developing children in mind. fC'Wpractices relate to a.-one-on-one setting. Ibis is not surprising since
the guidelines were written with a preschool or daY"'e&re classroom setting in mind. For example,
when disa.tssing four- and S.year..()lds, the OAP guaidelines refer to a ratio of20 children with 2
adults (p. S7).While individual appropriateness is ~ated as paramount (Bredekamp, 1987), the
practicality or expecting appropriate curriculum development for developmentally delayed
individuals, ifonly theseguideiinesare applied to the p"-oces.s. is questionable. It could be argued WI
.,
by applying the principles of age appropriateness and individual appropriateness as advocated by
the DAP guidelines, to the process of early intervention with developmentally delayed young
children. the efficacy of interventions can be enhanced. In other wcn1s. even though the DAP
guidelines were not written with developmentally delayed ctuldren in a one-on-onc setting in mind.
it is this author's opinion that professionals working with parents and children in such a setting
would do weU to consider them • especially given the very limited number of comprehensive
documents designed to guide program development for young children.
Another point rdates to the DAP guidelines statement that "early childhood teachers must
work in partnership with families and wmmumgte regularly [emphasis added] with childrrn's
parents" (p.12). While lhis statement promotes the involvement of parents in early childhood
education programs. its wording reflects an expectation that parents will not playa major role on
anongoing basis. Instead. they will be infonned and consulted regarding thedcveJopmentaI progress
oftheir children. Such an apparent expectation may not be in the best interest ofthe child (Guralnick
& Bennett. 1987; Kassebaum. 1994; Mitchell & Brown, 1991; paper one, this folio).
LastJy, professionals who are responsible for early intervention withdevelopmentaJly delayed
children must first be well versed in general early childhood development. From such a vantage
point, individual children with developmental delays can be more fully understood and any early
intervention stnltegies are mo«: likely to be successful. Thus. in the end.. the DAP guidelines and the
DEC recommended practices may not be adversaries. Because the DEC practices target a narrower
population, they may be viewed as extensions of the broader based OAP guidelines. The OAP
guidelines are not deemed to be contrary 10 the principles forworlcing with developmentally delayed
children. The DEC more spttifically addresses appropriate practices for thU: specific subset of the
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geoenl population of chikiren and professionals working with this population would do well to
examine both documents closely and incorporate their usage in prKtice.
(ssues Around a Regional Approach to (n Home Services for the
Developmentally Delayed Preschooler
It is aiticaI to intervene early in the life of children who are developmentally delayed ifthey
are to be provided with the tools oecessary to develop to their full potential. There have been
numerous studies which have demonstmed the advantages ofactively stimJJating • delayed child'.
devdopment (Berrueta-CIemrnent, Schweinhatt, Barnett, Epstein. &. Weikart.1984; Gersten, Oarch.
&: Gleason. 1988; Schweiohut, Bames, &. Wcikan, 1993; Wasilc &. Slavin, 1993.) and there is a
consensus tbat. early intervention with developmentally delayed preschoolers is effective (Marfa,
Brown, Gallant, Smyth. Corbett.. &. McLennon,1988, Ramey and Ramey, 1992). Since
developmental lags are often evidenced in a child's preschool yean, stimulation of a child's
developmental progress should begin in the first years oflife (Marfa et a1., 1988). Based on this
premise, many early intervention services have emerged with the goal ofencouraging the progress
ofdevelopmentally delayed young children.
This paper looks at the delivery ofservices to developmentally delayed young children in the
province ofNewfoundland, Canada. Newfoundland is, in pan, an island province with a population
of544,400 people (Statistics Canada, 1998) distributed over its 405,720 1an1. While then: ace some
urban centres, much ofthe population lives in small, rural communities spread over a land mass that
\WUld rank 4· in size ifit was. U.S. state behind Alaska. Texas. and California (Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1999). Newfoundland has a limited economy in that it has an
unemployment rate of 17.9"/0 and an employment rate ofonly 44.4% (Statistics Canada., 1998)
The Direct Home Services Program (DHSP) is a part of the Department of Health and
Community Services, GovemmentofNewfoundlandand Labradorand was established in 1975 with
• primary goal ofhelping families ofdevelopmentally delayed preschoolers utilize early intervention
techniques aimed at encouraging these children to reach their full potential before entering
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lGndergarten(Browne. Corbett. Gallant, k Thompson, 1985). Much has been learned regarding the
most appropriate methods ofearly intervention since the DHSP was first established.
With a view to utilizing mote effective strategies. the serv;ce delivery model adopted by the
province was recently modified. The original approach to intervention utllized by the DHSP WIS,
at the client level, highly dinded by the Child Management Specialist (eMS). the title given to tbe
DHSP field worker. The CMS assessed the cluld and choose the slrills to be targeted (taught or
enhanced). The new model advocates a partnership approach between the parent(s) and the eMS,
with the parent(s) being heavily involved in deciding what skills are to be taught next.
This paper will compare the methods traditionally utilized by the DHSP to deliver service
with the newly adopted modified approach. Attention is paid to the degree to which this new
approach reflects currently promoted practices in early intervention With developmentally delayed
preschoolers. The results ofthis investigation are important in that they will aid in determining the
probable effectiveness orthe new approach to early intervention adopted by the DHSP.
Sac.kground and Nature of DBSP Services i. Newfoundland
11te DHSP was piloled in 1975 as a publicly funded early intervention program with l
mandate to provide early intervention services to developmentally delayed young children. The goal
ofthe program was to maximize the potential ofthe children before school entry. The program was
modelled after the Portage Project in Wisconsin, created in the early 1970's (Stunncy. 1991; paper
one, this folio). The program proposes that intervention should occur as early as possible in the life
ofa child and that the home is the most natural environment in which to deliver intervention services
- utilizing the parents as teachers. Since 1975, the DHSP has grown to become a permanent
~publical1y funded program with more than 30 staff serving approximately 300 children aDd their
&milies (Marfa et aI. 1988).
Children within theDHSP identified as potentiaUyhavinga developmental delay aretypically
referred by parents, public health nurses, doctors. or other professionals concemed with the
development of the child: On the first visit the eMS explains the program and. with pacem
participation, proceeds to assess the child using the A1pern.Boll Developmental Profile (Alpern, &
BoD. 1972). lbis assessment tool establishes the child's present developmental level in each aCtive
areas: Social. SeIf.heIp. Language., MOlor, Cognition. Thesescores are then compared to thechild's
chronological agc. In order for a cfuld to qualify roc the services oftlJe Program, a developmental
lag of six months or more in two developmental areas or of one full year or more in one
developmental area must exist.
[fa child qualifies. and the parent agrees to take advantage ofthe service, the eMS proceeds
to complete a full developmental checklist, the Portage Guide (0 Early Education (Bluma. Shearer,
Frohman, & Hilliard. 1976). This chcc::ldi5t outlines many behaviors and skills in the order ofrypical
developmental sequence in each of the five devdopmental areas assessed by the Alpern-BoD
Developmental Profile. Once the checklist is coltlpleted. it is utilized to determine the order in whicb
skills will be taught to the child. That is, tbe Checklist is used to determine the skills that the child
does not yet possess but are expected to develop next. The skills that are targeted to be learned are
then written in behavioral format as target statements or goals: who will do what to what degree of
success. This information is worded on a target sheet with a chan provided to record whether or not
the child performed the targeted skill successfully during each trial. An example of a targeted
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Sl&Ietnenl or goal might be "Amy will draw a circle nine out of ten times with hand on wrist
guidance."Jbe CMS then demonstrates to the parent the nwmer in which the skill is to be taught.
There is an emphasis on the givingofpraise or some other reward.. (In the above example, theCMS
would place his or her hand on Amy's wrist and help her-to draw a circle). The parent then imitates
what has been modelled, with the CMS giving corrective feedback ifnecessary. Three to fivesJrills
are targeted each wedc..
During each subsequent weekly visit the eMS reviews the chan on which the parent has
recorded thechild's progress in the learning oflhe skills. lfthechild was successful in demonstrating
the skill, the eMS will modify the target statement or devise & new onc. For instance, in the above
example the next target statement might be "Amy will draw a circle nine times out oftenwith~
~."The Alpem·Boll Developmental Profile is readministered periodically (every six
months) to morutor developmental progns,s.
Rdl«;fions upon the Program
Considering that this program is province-wide and publicly funded, it is a concern that there
have been few reviews or its impact., especially within the past decade. In 1988, Marfa, Brown,
Gallant., Smyth. COlbert, & McLennon set out to empirically analyse the DHSP and its effectiveness.
Their study had a six·fold purpose:
A. to examine parents' early experiences penaining to the detection of the
child's problem, awareness about and access to early intervention services,
and contact with suppon groups;
B. to analyze parental perceptions about. and satisfaction with. the early
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intervention progrvn- including perceptions about tbeintervention worker's
C. to appraise pu-entaJ expectations about the child's fUture. and to examine the
relationship between such expectations and the perceived severity of the
child's handicap 01" delay;
D. to obtain a measure ofparent-duld inteBctive play. both in terms ofa variety
ofactivities and the frequency with which interactive play occurs;
E. to ascertain the program's effectiveness relative to child developmental
progress; and
F. to examine the role that family ecological variables play in the intervention
process - paying attention to parental, family. ecological, and intervention
variables that appear to be associaled with (I) child developmental progress
and (2) parental satisfaction with intervention. (p. 5)
While a discussion ofall these goals is beyond the scope ofthis paper. it is important to note
lhat five out ofsix ofthese statements ofpurpose deal with parental or Wnily variables. Given what
we now know about the importance of family participation in such programs (Bredekamp. 1987;
DEC. 1993;Guralnick&:Bennen. 1987; Kassebaum., 1994; Kotliatenco. FUerltc;s. & Mendez. 1990;
Mitchell &. Brown., 1991; Seitz&' Province. 1990; ShriVel". Kramer, &. Garnett, I99J;Winton. 1996;
paper one, this folio) it is not surprising that Marfo et al found that, among other- things, there was
a need for greater parental support and control within the early intervention program. 1be
recommendation was made that the program "place a greater emphasis on preparing parents to
become independent ofthe program as quickly as possible" (p. 76)." Thus., as Templeman.Bames
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(1996) points out. Marfo et aI promoted utilization oca family system approach to intervention as
opposed to a purdy child..centered approach (Templeman-Barnes. 1996).
(nan unpublished Master'$ Thesis. McLennan(1993) surveyed the parentsofchildren served
by the DHSP to determine the existence ofinterrelationships between variables possibly affecting
their children'5 developmental progress. She concluded that
it is clear from this study that relationships exist between the child's developmental
level. parent expectations. program satisfaction and knowledge gained, the natuTeer
play between parent and child, parent's education, the families [sic] resources and
the overall quality of the home environment.
In delivering an early intervention program that recognizes these
relationships., the focus ofsuch programs must be sufficiently broad to incorporate
initiatives toward lhe provision of services to families that extend beyond specific
sk:Jll teaching. These services should include the provision of educational and
financial suppon to parents direaed at improving the quality of the bome
environment. (p.IIS).
Thus., she points out that, while the program is meeting a specific need and is regarded highly by
participating families. it has to be broader based and IOO$l address more than just specific skin
teaching. It must also address lhe variAbles offamily ecology. In other words, it must become more
family-focussed rather than just child-focussed.
The one goal of the Marfo et aI study that did not address parental or family variables was
the investigation of the effectiveness ofthe program in enhancing child developmental progress. The
results indicated that, on average, children served by the program had a progress rate that was 83%
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aCtbe normal "'-c ofdevelopment. However there was a significant negative correlation between
the amount oftime a child was served by the DHSP and the amount ofdevelopmental gain achieved.
This was interpreted as indicating that the most substantial developmental gains were made early in
the intervention program, which is what one would expect since .....there is more room to
demonstrate the impact of intervention in the absence of prior programming than there is once
intavention has staned and has begun to increase developmental competence" (p. 54). Marfo et al
also indicate that., since the DHSP serves children from birth to six yean: of age, the results may
suggest that the
.. .intervention activities and strategies are best suited to younger and beginning
recipients. such that the intervention becomes less responsive to the developmental
needs of children beyond either a certain level of developmental competence or a
c:eruin levd of involvement with programming. Thus there may be a need to
critically examine programme content and instructional strategies to ascertain the
extent to which they remain developmentally appropriate, challenging. or enhancing
for the entire range crages covered. (p. 55)
The Nnv Approal::b
Thus. as noted above, both the study ofMarfo.et al and that ofMcLennon state that parents
must play a grealer role in the early intervention process. To this end, in 1996 the DHSP created a
document titled Early Imervention Plan' 3'" Draft Progdurnl Statement which was subsequently
adopted as a revised official policy. This eleven-page statement outlines a shift from a child.centered
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to a family~tered orientation to carty intervention..
Wbcreas the original model of the DRSP was directed by the CMS and the Portage
Checklist,. the new approach proposes. partntnhip model in which the parents are viewed as equal
partner's in deciding on the skills to be taught next. In the new document. the Alpern-Boll
Developmental Profile and the Portage Checklist are still staled as being .....essential resources a
Child Management Specialist will use to assist families to discuss concerns and identify
developmental goals" (p. 4). The new approach states that it .....upholds the three major goals of
tbe Direct Home Services Prognun: i) to improve childhood outcomes, ii} 10 enhance parenting
abilities and overul fanuly well-being, iii) to promote community inclusion" (p. I).
In essence. the new approach views a putneTSlUp model as a means to empower families by
making them full partners in decision making regarding the skills to be taught to their children.
Dunst, Trivette, and Deal (1988) &recited as stating that it is important to help parents appreciate
that positive changes can result from their own decisions and actions, thus leaving them with a sense
of control over their own lives and the lives of their children.
The ProceduraJ Statement put fonh by the DHSP goes on to describe the components ofthe
Early Intervention Plan or ElP (the name given to the set. ofskills to be learned by the child and the
man.rJeI" in which they will be pcesented or taught). The three components ofthe plan are"GoaIs."
"Things to Do," and "Review." l1le "Goals" ue statements regarding projected skills and
competencies to be acquired in an area ofconcem to the parent and eMS, usually achievable within
)0 days. "Things to 00" aTe the means by which in which the Goals will be achieved. Resources to
be utilized can be included along with supports and activities. (Also included may be usage ofthe
traditional Target Sheets outlined in the previous section.) The "Review" section of the ElP
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specifies a date on which to review the child's progress. A detennination is made whether or not the
Goal has been achieved andlor if some other action is necessary (eg. modification. postponement.
or abandonment). The original EIP remains in the home ofthe child while. copy is retained bytbe
CMS for 6Ie-keeping purposes.
Comparison orTradiCionaland New Approaches
The prior and current approaches to early intervention utilized by the Direct Home Services
Program and the province of Newfoundland are examined below within the context oFthe three
components offered as critical to early intervention programs with developmentally delayed
preschoolers papers one and two of this folio. These components are curriculum, assessment. and
parental involvement.
Curriculum
Individualized curricula are necessary for young children with developmental delays (Bailey
& Wolery,1989; Carta. 1995; DEC, 1993; Safer & Hamilton, 1993; Seitz & Provence. 1990;
Turbville. Turnbull. Garland, & Lee. 1993; paper one, this folio ). Such individualization requires
task analysis of more complex skills. adaptation of teaching materials, utilization of various types
of individually appropriate prompts. and the identification of motivational factors especially
applicable to the individual child (Carta, 1995). Individualization is at the heart ofthe DHSP and is
evident in the prognun's setup. The CMS goes to individual homes and works with individual
children and their families to help create an ever changing and evolving curriculum tailored to the
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pruent developmental levels ofthe children.
Unda"the previous program modd ofthe DHSP, auricula was developed relying. basically,
only on the Portage Checldist. Thus, children WeR taught what was deemed to be • shndard and
comprehensive set of typical and necessary skills. It was apparently assumed that • child who
acquired all the skills outlined in the Portage Checklist., would have developed to an appropriate
level. Thus, teaching these skills to developmentally delayed children would be a method of
preparing them for school entry and equipping lhem with the skiUs found in their normally
developing same-aged peers. While few would ague that this procedure would eliminate
devdoplDClltai delays in all children. such. procedure did provide an individually administered., yet
shared curriculum to all children served by the DHSP. Ctuldren were placed on this Q.lI'1iculum
beginning at individualized staning points and progressed at their own paces $Upportcd by
individualized teaching strategies.
As Slated above. the original program outlined the cumculum for a eMS to follow when
anempting to enhance the d~elopmentof young children.. Such a rigid approach to curriculum
development reflects the major assumption that the Portage Checklist curriculum would meet the
needs ofall children.. This, of course. was shown 1lO[ to be the case in the studies ofMno. et. a!
(1988) and McLennon (1993). Both studies Rated tha[ [he eutriculum development process initially
used by the DHSP was too rigid with respect to specific skill teaching. It did not addressdilfering
needs ofindividual children and it did not address family ecological variables which are imponant
in any early intervention program seelcing to provide children and their families with lifelong skills.
With grea[Cf direction being given by the parents in the new DHSP approach it is possible that the
child's progress through the curriculum will also enhance parent competence. confidCllCC, and
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uscrtiveness. In other words. while provision is still made to incorporate usage ofsuch toots as the
Portage Cbecldist., childcm are placed within a family and social context.
Both the old and newapproaches focus on sIrill teaching. The difference is inc.-eased parent
decisiol).maJcing arouDd prioritizing the order in which specific skills will be taught and how they
will be taughL The new approJ,ch does not appear to address in any new direct way the necessity
of increasing the quality ofthe home environment or the educational concemsofthe parents. Both
the Marfo et aI.(1988) and the McLennon (1993) studies state that such concerns should be
addressed if the effectiveness of the DHSP is to be increased, Nonetheless, with the increased
parental control over the process put fOlwacd by the new approach, it is more likely that the
concerns ofMarfo et aI. and McLennan will be addressed. It should be noted that some may argue
that these unaddressed aspects ofthe family environment are outside the mandate ofthe DHSP and
should remain as such since they are the mandates ofother personnel (eg. Human Resources workers
and/or social workers). However, since the eMSs visits the same homes every week, they may be
in a bmer position to detect the needs of the home. especi.a.Ily as those needs relate to the
devdopment afthe children.
While. to date, no data is available on the new approach. it would appear to be moving
toward what is being advocated in the literature. namely a curriculum which. with parental input,
capitalizes on what children ate ready and eager to learn. The degree to which this curriculum is
effective remains to be studied.
Assessment is not addressed to any great degree in the new DHSP Procedural Statement.
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This is somewhat disappointing given the importance ofassessment in the early intervention pro<:ess
(Neisworth,. 1993; Notari. Slentz, & Bricker, 1991). Perhaps it is because the traditional approach
to assessment utilized by the DHSP is in keeping with the current trends of assessment of
developmentally delayed young children (papers one and two, this folio). Indeed, it would appear
that, by the very nature of the program. the DHSP has been utilizing processes of child needs
assessment for many years that are now being promoted as most desirable procedures. These are
assessment ofchildren in their natural setting (home), with input from parents, repeated frequently.
and aimed at monitoring developmental progress of the children (Bagnato & Neisworth, 1991;
Bredekamp. 1987; DEC, 1993; Neisworth, 1993; Wolery. 1996; Wolery. Werts. & Holcombe,
1994).
The Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile (1972) continues 10 be the primary tool utilized in
assessing the young children. Thetoal requires input from parents. It yields children's developmental
levels in five development domains: cognition. communication, socialization, self-help, and motor
(Marro et 81., 1988). It yields overall scores in each of the domains but does not yield specific
strengths or weaknesses within each domain. Thus, while it does provide inter..<Jomain comparisons,
it does not yield specific skills which a child has acquired that can be utilized to enCOUl1Ige
development ofother specific skills (DEC, 1993; Neiswonh, 1993).
With parents taking a more active role in determining curriculum, their knowledge oftheir
children's strengths and interests can be capitalized upon when encoul1Iging further development of
skills and in the development of the child specific curricula. However, parents may not realize the
amount ofknowledge they hold about their children's likes, dislikes. abilities, and inabilities and that
this knowledge is foundational in any the early intervention process. Whether or not these insights
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are utilized in programming and cuniada design depends upon the ability of the eMS to help
parents recognize that they have this knowledge to bell' them use it.
pan;nta! InyolYmlent
Under the original approach. • eMS would occasionally develop target sheets for
sJciUs not in the Portage Checldist but based on suggestions made by the parents (eg., specific to a
child's unique environment or condition). This. however, was not the routine method of selecting
skills 10 be taught. Typically, the eMS would utilize the Portage Checltlist to determine what was
to be laught next. While the new approach subscnbes to a partnership model, its language suggests
that direction is still being given primarily by the eMS. For example, one part oflhe document states
that "families can be asked ... is this somethillgyouwish 10 work Oil? rfnot, then what is important
to your (DHSP Procedural Statement, 1996, p_ 4). On the other hand, another part of the
dowment states that the HAlpern_Boil Developmental Profile. the Portage Checklist, and other
assessments and curriculums [sic] are es2ntiaJ resources a Child Management Specialist will use to
assist families [to] discuss concerns and identifY developmental goals" (p. 4). An apparent
implication is that parents can rake more control ov~ the process but they will stiU be expected to
go along with what the CMS would have suggested und~ the original model. In the end. thedegrce
ofparent involvement will depend on the manner in which the new process is implemented by the
CMS. If the parents are provided with the information from the Ponage Checklist but are given
complete latitude to focus on things not covered in Ihe Checklist, as is suggested by the new
document. parental control will truly exist. While it may be difficult for a CMS to utilize the same
tools (Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile and Ponage Checklist) and al the same time yield more
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control over the intervention process to the parents, a more discussion oriented approach to deciding
what skiUs • clUld needs to develop next will allow for greater parental input. It is this author's
opinion that it is whether or not the CMS has the desire or skills to help the parents fuUy discuss
such issues that may be the determining factor in the success of the new approach.
The above noted concern should not overshadow the positive aspects of the new early
intervention program. The fact that parents are explicitly stated to be full partners in the process
should create a sense ofrespect for the parental role by the eMS' $. Department policy and directives
should encourage this_ The parents themselves should also come to greater respect their roles when
they are acknowledged as full partners in the early intervention process. Such. an aclmowledgement
should increase parental enthusiasm for the program especially since they, in general, are likely to
want to be heavily involved (Able-Boone, Goodwin. Sandall, Gordon, & Manin, 1992).
It is expected that. by parents taking an increased ownership of the program goals and
achievements, they will be empowered and " ...able to more adequately cope with the ongoing
demands ofsupporting children with developmental challenges" (DHSP Procedural Statement, 1996.
p. 2) after they are graduated from the DHSP upon school entry. Such empowennent, while not
directly stated as a goal in the Procedural Statement, can help achieve one ofthe recommendations
made by Marfo et al. (1988) who suggested that any intervention should prepare "..parents to
become independent of the programme as quicldy as possible" (p. 76).
Conc:lusions
The new partnership approach to early intervention adopted by the DHSP js an important
step in providing service to developmentally delayed young children and their families and is, in this
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author's opinion. an imjN"ovement over the traditional approach. Some basic positive aspectS ofthe
old approach are maintained (eg., serving children and ~ts in their home setting) while
inc::orporating new knowledge ofeffective early intervention (oeg... increased parental control over the
,.".,...).
The filet that parents are viewed as full partnerS in the ongoing process ofdeciding which
behaviors. skills, and pattemsofinten.eting will betaughtladclressed next is intended to give parents
• sense ofempowennent and control ofthe process. It is this. author's opinion that by encouraging
parents to take such ownership ofthe early intervention progr:am, there is an increase likelihood that
parents wiU be more inclined to put in the necessary time and dedication required to make the
interventions maximally effective, resulting in more d~elopmental gains being achieved.
Furthermore, since parents are now heavily involved in the famalian and modification of
developmental goals, they are more likely to gain the self confidence and competence to
independently modify the goals when necessary as opposed (e) waiting COf" the next weeldy visit., as
in the traditional approach. Thus, the effectiveness oCme proJ8farn may be increased in this manner
as well. Through this process, some parents' skills may devel.op to such a point lhat they can carry
on the intervention without the ongoing weddy panicipariont ofthe CMS. Some developmentally
delayed children may thci"cby be provided with a lifelong interventionists. their parents. This
outcome would allow the CMS to move on and service othe.. families which have been waitlisted
(Marfo et aI., 1988), making the DHSP more efficient.
The DHSP's modified approach to early intervention should also have a positive effect in
curriculum terms. Whereas, under the old approach, the Portage Checklist was used to determine
skills to be taught, now the priorities of the parents take pre-cedent, incorporating the use of the
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Checldist when appropriate. This can lead to a truly individualized curriculum that speaks to the
children'5 specific needsyet maintains devclopmenral appropriateness (Bredekamp. 1987. Kostilnik,
1993) through incorporation ofthe items on the Ponage Chcddist.
Future Resun:h
As Marfa & Cook (l991) point out. there is • need for research into early intervention
services for developmentally delayed young children which is aimed at specifYing in detail, the best
intervention procedures. The characteristics of the population should be studied so that spedfic
intervention procedures can be deduced. This paper has examined the potential impact ofthe new
approach to early intervention adopted by the DHSP in 1996. Whether or not its potential impact
is realil:ed depends on many factors which require study in future research. Future studies need 10
delennine if:
A. the parents participate to the extent anticipated?
B. there is a change in the types of skills and behaviors that are taught?
C. parents take ownership of the process or will they become more dependent on the
eMS?
D. parents become independent ofthe program more quickly?
E. ecological variables of the family are addressed?
F. developmental progress of the children is enhanced?
In essence then. it remains to be seen whether or not the new approach will actually better equip
parents to .....cope with the ongoing demands ofsupporting children with developmental challenges"
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(p. 2) after they have left the program as the DHSP Procedural Statement claims they will be able
to do.
Also. within parent and child models, sucn as the one outlined here, the interactions between
the parties (parents, children, and eMS) provide foundation for all other aspects ofthe program. In
such programs. '"the elements ofemotional support, of interpretation ofbehavior. and ofguidance
and counselling are integral to the process" (Seitz& Provence. 1990, p. 404). There is no comment
in either the original or revised DHSP documents regarding the incorporation ofthese elements into
the program. Does eMS training and capabilities reflect these elements or is additional inservice
required? In other words, is it within the mandate and ability of the eMS to emotionally support,
guide and counsel parents. as well as interpret their behavior?
Finally, as nOled earlier, Marfo et at (1988) found that while children served by the original
DHSP made significant developmental progress, there was also a significant negative correlation
between the amount of time children were served by the program and overall developmental
progress. How will the new approach impact the rate ofchild developmental progress? Will the rate
ofdevelopmental gains be sustained for a longer period of time?
To answer these questions it will be necessary to reexamine the DHSP utilizing methods
similar to those used byMarfo et al. (1988) and McLennon(I993). It is only then that the actual (as
opposed to potential) effectiveness of the modified DHSP can be concluded.
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G.iddiMs for Develop.eotally' Appropri.te P...dtce i. Propuu Servia. Oildrm (ro.
BirtltloAp'
These are the OAP guidelines as written by the NatiooaI Association for the Education ofYouns
Children (1987) (p. 3-13) written verbatim with commentaries omitted.
~
A. Developmentally appropriate curriculum prov;des for all areas of • child's
development: physical, emotional, social, and cognitive through an integrated
approach.
B. Appropriate curriculum planning is based on teachers' observations and recordings
ofeach child'$ special interests and developmental progress.
C. Curriculum planning emphasizes learning as an interactive process. Teachers prepare
thcenvironment for children to learn through active expIonrion and interaction with
adults. other children, and rnaterWs.
D. Learning activities and materials should be concrete. reaI. and relevant to the lives
ofyoung children.
E. PogrutS provide for a wider range ofdevelopmental interests and abilities than the
chronological age rangcofthe group would suggest. Adults are prepared to meet the
needs of children who exhibit unusual interests and skills outside the nonnal
developmental age range.
F. Teachers provide a variety ofactivities and materials; teachers increase the difficuhy,
complexity, and challenge of an activity as children are involved with it and as
children develop understanding and skills.
G. Adults provide opportunities foc children to choose from among a variety of
activities" materials. and equipment; and time to expIorethroughactive involvement.
Adults facilitate children's engagement with materials and activities and extend the
duld's learning by asking questions or making suggestions that stimulate children's
thinking.
Ii. MultiQJhural and nonsexist experiences, materials and equipment should be provided
for children of all ages.
Adults provide a balance for rest and active movement for children throughoul the
program day.
J. Outdoor experiences should be provided for children of all ages.
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U Adult-Chald Interaction
A. Adults respond quiddy and directly to cmJdcen's needs. desires,. and messascs and
adapt their responses to chiJdreo's differing styles and abilities.
8. Aduhs provide many varied opportunities for children to communicate.
C. Adults facilitate a child's successful completion of wlcs by providing support.
focused attention, physical proximity. and vubaJ encouragement. Adults recognize
that children learn from tria.I and error and that children's misconceptions reflect their
developing thoughts.
D. Teachen are alert to signs of undue stress in children's behavior, and aware of
appropriate stress-reducing activities and teclmiques.
E. Adults facilitale the development of self-esteem by respecting, accepting, and
comforting children. regardless orthe child's behavior.
F. Adults facilitate the development ofself-control in children.
G. Adults are responsible fOf all children under their supervision at aU times and plan for
increasing independence as children acquire skills.
m Relations betwrnJ home and program
A. Parents have both the right and the responsibility to share in decisions about their
children's care and education. Parents should be encouraged to observe and
participate. Teachers are responsible for establishing and maintaining frequent
contacts with families.
B. Teachers share child development knowledge, insights and resources as part of
regular conununication and confer-ences with family members.
C. Teachers, parents, agencies., prognms, and consultants who may have educational
responsibility for the child at different times should. with family participation. share
developmental information about children as they pass from one level or program to
""0"'"
ry Developmental Evaluation of Children
A. Decisions that have a major impact on children such as enrollment, retention. or
placement are not made on the basis of a single developmental assessment or
screening device but consider other relevant infonnation, particularly observations
by teachers and parents. Developmental assessment of children's progress and
achievements is used to adapt curriculum to match the developmental needs of
children, to communicate with the child's family, and to evaluate the program's
effectiveness. .
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B. Dc:vdopmentaJ asses.sments and observations are used to identify children who have
special needs andIOt'" who are at risk: and plan appropriate curriculum for them..
C. Devdopmenl&l expectations based on standardized measurements and norms should
compare any child or group ofchildren only to nonnative information tha1 is DOt only
age-matched, but also gende.--. culture-, and socioeconomica1ly appropriate.
D. Inpublic schools. tMn should be a developmentally appropriate placement for every
child of legal entry age.
AppendixB
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DEC Recommeoded Practic..
General Curriculum and Intervention Strategies
Curriculum and intervention strategies ace derived from and based on: Ca) the individual abilities
and Deeds ofin&ntsfchildren. families' prefCl"COCCS. and the cultural context; (b) information
obtained from comprehensive assessment process and (e) the philosophy oftile program.
Curriculum and intervention strategies result in:
Gel. No harm to infants/children. flLmiIies or thcirrdationship.
GC2. Active eogagcment of infantslcbildren with objects, people and events.
GC3. lncreascd initiative,. imk'Pcndence, and autonomy by infants/children across domains.
GC4. Increased ability to fimctionlparticipate in diverse and less restrictive environments.
GCS. Independent (unprompted) performance ofagc-appropriate. pro-social behaviors, skills
and interaction patterns.
GC6. Supported or partial participation in routines/activities when independent performance is
not poS$;lble.
GC7. AcquiSition (mitialleaming) of important values. behaviors, skills. and intenaetion
patterns across domains.
GCS. Gc:nenIizalion, adaptability, application, and utilization ofimponant behaviors., skills and
intcnction patterns across rdevant contexts.
GC9. Efficient lemung (most rapid acquisition) ofimportant goals (behaviors., sIrills., patterns
ofintenclion).
Curriculum and intervention strategies are developed, selected, and
implemented in a manner which:
GCIO. Suppom and promotes family values and participation.
Gell. Is responsive 10 infanu'/children's interests, preferences, motivation, interactional styles,
developmental status. learning histories, cultural variables, and levels of participation.
GC12. IntegBtts infonnation and strategies from different disciplines.
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OCI). Strue:twes learning activities in an relevant environmenu.
GC14. Establisbes a balance between child- and adult.ffiitiatedldiru:ted aetivitiies.
GCI5 1ntegrar.e5 s1riIls from 'I1rious domains within routine activities in the do:assroom (i.e., is
octMty.......).
CG16. Promotes acquisition (lllitialleaming), fluency (proficiency), maintenan.ce rer:eDtion). and
generalization (application. utilization) ofimportant seWs (behaviors. sDciIIs and patterns
of interaction).
GC17 b most natural, nonnaliz.ed andlor least intrusive, given that the bene6t:s to individual
infantS/children's teaming are equaL
Ge18. Is most parsimonious (simpler/simplest) given that the benefits to indiviidual
infants'/children's learning are equal.
CUniCUhUD and intervention strategies are modilied and adjusted as ntoeeded and ia a
timely manner based upon:
GC19. The changing needs ofindividual infants/children and their families.
GC20. Observed and documented perfonnance ofinfantsfchildren.
GC2t. Concerns. opinions, and needs expressed by the fwly.
Effective curriculum and intervention stntegies include:
GC22. Use ofmaterials that have multiple purposes., are adaptable., are varied. and reflect
functionaIsIcills.
GC23. Milieu strategies (i.e., incidental leaching, mand-modd procedure, modeling and
natunlistic time delay) that involve briefinlenctions between adults andJ etuldren.
GC24. Pee.-.rnediated strategies (e.g.• social interaction training, peer initiation .raining, peer
modeling. peer prompting and ranforcement).
GC2S. Adult imitation of infants'Ichildren's play and other behavior.
GC26. Elaboration ofinfants'Ichildren's behavior by providing models, re-statins the child's
vocalizations, suggesting altematives, and open-ended adult questions.
GC27. Prompting strategies (e.g., constant and progressive time delay, system o-f1east promptS,
simultaneous prompting. most to least prompting. gradUAted guidance) t!llat provide
nlearning opportunities. adult a.ssistanee, reinforcement for correct perfonnance, and
fad.inB prompt assistance..
GC28. Differential reinforcement that provides children with feedback for desired performance
and withholding feedback: (c.g.• planned ignoring) when desired performance does not
OCQU.
GC29. Responsive shaping that provides positive reinforcement for progressively more complex
performance.
GC30. Sdf-management procedures that involve teaching children to identify appropriate
behavior, evaluate their own performance, direct their performance verbally, and select
reinforcement based on an evaluation of their perfonnance.
GC31. Correspondence "training, which involves providing children with positive reinforcement
for malching what they say they win do (Say-do-strategy) or have done (Do-say-strategy)
with their actual performance.
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Assessment ill early intervtntion refers to the systematic collection of information about children.
families, and environmenu to assist in making decisions regarding identification, screening,
eligibility, program planning, monitoring, and evaluation.
Preassessmeat Activities
AI. Professionals oontaet f.lmilies and share information about the assessment process.
A2. Professionals solicit and review existing information from families and agencies.
AJ. Professionals and families identifY the questions and concerns that will drive the choice of
assessment materials and procedures.
A4. Professionals and families identifY peninent agencies. team members, and team
approaches to be employed (e.g., inter., multi" transdisciplinaty approach).
AS. Professionals and timilies identify a mode oftcaching that fits individual children's needs
and families' desires to collabonte.
Procedures for Ddermininc E1iCibility, Prog,..m
Placemeat, ProCnlll Planning and Monitorinl
A6. Professionals gather information from multiple sources (e.g.• families. other professionals.
paraprofessionls. and previous service providers) and use multiple measures (e.g.• norm-
referenced, interviews, etc).
A1. Professionals gather infonnation on multiple occasions.
AS. Team members discuss qualitative and quantitative information and negotiate consensus
in a collaborative dccision·maJcjng process..
A9. Team members select assessment instruments and proceclures that have been fidd·tested
with children similar to those assessed for the purposes intended.
A10. Assessment approaches and instruments re culturally appropriate and nonbiased.
Al L Professionals employ individualized. developmentally companble assessment procedures
and materials that capitalize on children's interests. interactions, and communication
styles.
A12. Materials and procedures., or their adaptations. accommodate the child's sensory and
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responsive capacities.
All. Professionals assess strengths as weD u problems across developmental or functional
.-..
A14. Measures and procedures facilitate education and treatment (i.e., intervention or
curriculum objectives) rather than only diagnosis and classification.
AlS. Measures are sensitive to child and family change.
At6. Professionals assess not only skill acquisition, but also Ouency, generalization, and quality
of progress.
A17. ProCessionals maintain confidentiality and discretion when sharing infonnation.
AIS. Curriculum-based assessment procedures are the foundation or "mutual. language" for
team~
Assessment Reports
A19. Professionals report assessment results in a manner that is immediately useful for planning
program goals and objectives.
A20. Professional report assessment results so that they arc understandable to and useful for
families.
A21. Professionals report strengths as welt as priorities for prompting optimal development.
Al2. Professionals report limitations ofassessments (e.g_, questions of rapport, cultural bias,
and sensory/response requiremenu).
A2J. Reports contain findings and interpretations regarding the interrelatedness of
developmental areas (e.g., how the child's limitations have affected deveJopment; how
the child has leamcd to compensate).
A24. Professionals organize. repocts by developmentallfunctional domains or concerns rather
than by uses5menl device..
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DEC R«ommmckd Pnctices
Family Participation
Families are equal members in and can take pan in all aspects ofearly intervention systems. This
includes participation in all aspects oftheir child's care and all levels of decision making.
Program AdvisingIPolicy Makine
FPl. Family members receive payment for their expertise. time and expenses while
participating on counals, committees, and other aspects of early intervention
policy/planning.
FP2. Meetings occur at times and locations that allow family members to participate.
FPJ. Programs specify in writing, in an understandable manner, the roles offamily members in
program advising.
FP4. Program advising and policy making activities include members from more than one
family.
FPS. Family members participate in the entire policy and procedures development process
(from conceptualization through public comment and revision).
FP6. Families have the opportunity to develop policy making skills if they choose through
ntentoring and or training.
FP7. When it is necessary to use lenninology (words or phrases) that are not familiar to family
members, professionalsexpWn the meaning aCthe terms in Wnily·tiiendly language and
provide written descriptions.
StalTHirinc. Traininc. Evaluation
FP8. Family members panicipale in and, if they choose, are paid for: devdopingjob
descriptions, advertising for positions, reviewing applications. interviewing candidates,
selecting person for the job, conducting orientation activities for new staff, and evaluating
.wr.
FP9. Families may participate in. variety ofroles in staff training: planner, needs assessor,
deliverer, participant and evalualor.
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FPtO. Programs involve funily membcn in gathering evaluative data and input from other
funilia.
FPlt. Evaluative feedback from and decision making with family memben produces program
changes. development and expansion.
FP12. Family members help develop evaluation tools.
FP13. Family membc:rs have a role in the process offonnulating conclusions and implications of
evaluation data and in disseminating the results.
Family-to--Family Suppo~
FPI S. Family support services (respite. advocacy, parent-to-parent netWOrking) are available as
requested by the family.
FP16. Program PersonneVstaffinlroduce new families to other families in the program.
FPI7. Family to family support services create an atmosphere which supports exchange of
information among families.
FPIS. Linkages to natural community supporU for families are built and encouraged.
FP19. Support groups can include extended family memben and other family support network
members ifa family chooses.
Intervention
FP20. NatutaI community settings are developed and accessible IS an option for early
intetVention.
FP21. Family <:oneems. priorities, and preferred resources have priority in the determination of
theinsuuctiooalsetting.
FP22. Program staff provide information to families about using intervention strategies across
settings.
FP23. Families receive information when they ask for it in a way that is mean.ingfulto them.
FP24. Families determine the pace of service delivery (e.g., to change intensity of child and
family participation as needed to meet the family's needs).
FP2S. Dreams and visions for the future expressed by families are encouraged and supported.
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FP26. Families can initiate program monitoring activities ifthc c:hoose.
FP27. Program staffexplain methods ofmonitoring progress to families and offer- opinions foc
modes of monitoring.
FP28. Families are asked to monitor progress and satisfaction to the extent they fed
oomfO<UbIe.
FP29. Essential supports such as child care and transportation are available so that families can
participate in all levels ofearly intervttltion.
Interagency Collaboration-Meetings, Evaluation, ImplementatioD
FPJO. Families are included on all interagency teams and groups, throughout all phases oCtile
efron.
FPJ t. Families are provided the opportunity and support to develop a handbook which helps
them and subsequent parents through the "agency process",
FPJ2. Families are asked on an ongoing and systematic basis to provide feedback on the
intef1lgency collaboration process..
FPH. Agencies. with the help of families. develop one fonn which will be acceptable to all for
intake, the IFSPI(EP. and monitoring..
FP34. Public awareness efforts are targeted at typical community settings to expand their
availability to families of childrm with disabilities.
Legislative Issues
FPJS. A mechanism exists to infonn families about the imponance of legislative involvement.
FP36. Families receive infonnation in language they prefer and understand about the laws that
support services to their children and themselves.
FP37. Professionals respect family members' decisions to become involved. or not involved. in
politicalaetion.
Advocacy
FP38. Advocacy groups to support regular early childhood services inc.1ude the concerns of
children with special needs and their families.
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FP39. Families panicipate equally (with professionals) in determining issues that ace Waded for
advocacy efforts by • program.
FP40. Professionals or agencies infonn family members when they can DOt advocate for issues
identified by families because ofprofessional conflict.
FP41. Programs provide families with. infonnation on their State's advocacy services and
organizations.
FP42. Veteran families support new families as they begin advocacy efforts.
Procedural Safeguard Developmeot
fP43. Programs have clearly specified procedures for recourse/redress ofgrievances.
FP44. A mediator. independent from the program, participates in grievance procedures if they
cannot be settled by the family members and the program.
FP4S. Families may make decisions to use alternative services. programs. and methods unless
they jeopardize their child's live.
Leadership Training Opportunities Cor Parents
FP46. Intervention programs coordinate training opportunities for families with parent training
groups funded to provide such training as well as with other community training
opportunities.
FP47. Families receive parent-directed newsletters and literature.
FP48. Programs provide support, financially ifnecessary, for families to attend local, state and
national level meetings.
FP49. The program provides families with options for training opportunities, times and methods
from which to choose.
FPSO. State lead agencies and ICCs fund an annual, formal leadership training for family
members.




